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A new dimension of OLED – Made in Germany 

Metz Classic is simply tremendous – even 
in a 42” format! 
 
Zirndorf, 4 May 2022  
Until now, any search for a compact TV with OLED technology would have 
been in vain. With the announcement of the Metz Classic LUNIS 42”, Metz is 
filling a gap in the market with the first ever 42” OLED “Made in Germany” – 
and is launching a new OLED TV family with premium features. 
 
The long-established Franconian TV manufacturer Metz is announcing an ex-
citing addition to its OLED segment: Q4 2022, will see the launch of the new 
LUNIS, the first premium 42” OLED TV model developed and manufactured in 
Germany. The LUNIS masterfully showcases first-class OLED picture quality 
and perfect Metz sound in the customary dimension. As one of the first ever 
OLED televisions to come in a 42” format, the Metz Classic LUNIS offers a 
screen size that has been hotly anticipated in the premium segment.  
 
Fully equipped with premium features 
And the LUNIS will also be available in 48”, 55” and 65”. Across all screen siz-
es, the LUNIS is fully equipped with premium features for limitless viewing 
pleasure: presented on a spectacular rotating glass stand encased in sturdy 
aluminium, the LUNIS features sleek housing with premium materials for a 
puristic, aesthetic look. Covered with acoustic fabric, the loudspeaker bar is 
adorned with an additional elegant OLED display to indicate programme and 
status information with a Metz-red design element.  
 
Perfect pictures 
The premium OLED display with UHD resolution (3840 x 2160 pixels) brings 
pictures to life in a fascinating way with sophisticated MetzVision image tech-
nology and 33 million OLED subpixels that can all be controlled individually. 
The LUNIS supports modern HDR standards including HDR 10+, Dolby Vi-
sion™ and Advanced HDR by Technicolor for brilliantly vibrant colours and 
impressive contrasts for films, series and sports.   
 
Full sound with an integrated subwoofer 
The sound is just as uncompromising: thanks to the specially developed 
MetzSoundPro technology’s three-way semi-active system, the excellent pic-
ture is supported by impressive sound quality. Six loudspeakers and an addi-
tional, remarkably powerful 90-Watt subwoofer in the front-facing speaker bar 
provide an enthralling sound experience.  
 
Twin tuner with integrated hard drive 
Furthermore, the LUNIS also comes fully equipped with tried-and-tested Metz 
Classic technical features: thanks to an integrated twin multi-tuner, it receives 
TV programmes on all available reception modes. This also allows you to sim-
ultaneously record several programmes onto its 1 TB hard drive – or pause the 
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current programme at the push of a button on the elegant, aluminium-look 
RM19 remote control.  
 
Available for retailers to pre-order from June  
The Metz Classic LUNIS OLED will be launched at the beginning of the fourth 
quarter of 2022. “With our Topas OLED 48, we have already proved that such 
a visually exceptional, technically comprehensive appliance can be successful-
ly marketed together with our specialist retail partners. We will repeat this 
success story with the LUNIS OLED 42,” comments Dr Norbert Kotzbauer, CEO 
of Metz CE. 
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